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A recurrent complaint one often hears from adult miambers of our society

is that our.children at'en't learning bsic skills, such QM reading ana writing:

To counteract thjs lament which is often as simplistic as it is ill-informed,

'elementary!Schools t)riUçIout the land have instipited programs of "literacy

learning," in which firs -graders are to be taught how to read. At the same

-time, administrators and teachers have been made increasingly aware of

Problems in teaching children who, within the saSie 1,0assroom,.exhibit dissimilar

backgrounds of languag4 and culture. Recognition of such.diversity also invites

the development of alternative methods for coping withiit, as Hymes sugtests
,J*

exemplifying the challenge of as much as the difficulty in providing students

with equaf "access to (different) kinds of competence" (Hymes, 1970).

, For instance, Blacks of the inner dity and urbanized Appalachians represent,

culturr that are essentially wig by.tradition oral in 9haracter.% Aembers of

these cultures are %likely to have achieved far lower levels of,literacy tliah

persons from the cultural. mainstream. In consequence, their child1ren are likely

to have come from homed 411 which there is much, greater reriance upoii the spoken

than the written word as * mo de of communicating .and being communicated with

(Labov, 1977; Montgomery, 1972; Stewart, 1974)*.
,

a

TO investigate what can happen tinder theta circumstances, weselected for

Study a group of first-graders and their teacher in an elementary school within
4

the public school system of a larg e midwestern city. When otr researdh began

4

last Fall,. the System had just beep rebrganized under a court-order#d pl.an of

desegregation. And so, for tht first time, the classlioom included white

.t
children frost the cultural mafnstream, busted injrAm an adjacent 41eighborhobrd.

44'
I
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Because male students in general seem to have more trouble than females in

learning-to be literate, we chose for intensive observatlOn and analysis

three boys: one from the black culture of_the inner bity, a second from

Appalachian culture, And the third a white child from the Cultural main-
.

stream. Along wtth these boys, we centered attention on their te acher, a
4 a

white, m ddle-class female with six years teaching experience in the sfte

chool,'

4hree periods, of obsgrvation were used: one over 4 days in the fourth'

weeW of September, 1979, a second for 3 days in the second week o'f November,

1979, and the third over 3 days in the, ffl-st week qof February, 1980 -- also

the first week of the second semester. Records were collected in the form

of video- and, audiotapes, note-taking by at least one of us during class-
,

time. notesion interviews with the teacher containing her evaluations ofA
Pi`

I

pie students' progress.interyiews with the individukl students and an

independent measure: Marie Clay's (1972) Concepts About Feint Survey.

Phfortunatelyr time limits imposed upon us in this.aymposium prevent

ips,fioF offering more.than a sketchy report on data antlyzed to date.

Although several methods of analyiis are bet/1g 4'mplOyed,-Tie shall limit

_our presentation here to information -yielded by recourse to the framewdrks

of Mehau (1979) and Sinclair and Coulthard (1975). We have focused upon

these chilidren's
11.communicative competence ft

: %their abi ity to use language

4n the classroom ail tb do so appropriately (DeStefanof 978).

In this classroomdof firstvgraders, as in many others, much of the

school day is devoted to literacy iristruction, to which a kajor portiOn of

academtc activity is devoted during the school day in thai first year.

NW*
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The teacher seems to be guided by two kinds of objectives tor learning 'by
,

her students: (a)(to be orderly in their behavior and.(b) to become proficient

in their reading. Now well hey Arform in these areas seeps to be the basis

I(

. On *hich the teacher assesses their relative competence as members of the

classroom community (Mohan, 1979). Elsewhere we have described more fully

the modes in which 1ho -two forms of coMpetence are taught-and leayned:. that

,is, as procedural and fubstantive rules (DeStefano, Pepinsky, And Sanders,

.19t0).

Notable amone the iYrocedural rules that determlne orderliness are those

of turn-taking, which the teacher elicits and responds to during a'peridd of

literacy instruction. For the most part,

the taking of these turite, as part of the

it is she who allocates and monitors

teacher's documented role (McHoul,

1979; Mehan, 1979). Following Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), we have noted

that she tends first to ask a question, then to indicate by.calling a child's

nate or,by.a nonverbal gesture, whose turn it is to answer "one-speaker-atrli-

j time" (Sacks, Schegloff, ind Jefferbon, 1974). Within a reading group, the

Maiming of hands by.the students algo indicates to her who is paying attention.

The'allocation et turns fureher serves instructional ends, as when

children are nominated to read aloud or to answer queltions subsequent to theIT .

. N. ..

. .

reading of,a story. *Care is'taken to insur<e that each childlathin the reading

. group does these things at least once during a lessoh. Still other turns are
0

alloCated to children fpr fhe purpose of.checking dn theft' academic prOgress as

'

4

readers.

Other rules of discourse may be inferred. For example, the teacher evi-'

dently,atfaches impdrtance to the decoding of words. When students are reading

%IA

V
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silently, they bid to the teacher fels help.in decoding single words. ,

Questions

teacher'i

about a story or even a single sentence are not asked. The

usual re5p9nse is to,help the students with the initial sound

of a word.. Within Sinclair and Coulthard's (1975) analytic framewqrk,

4.

she dees'this by means of directives, clues, and informative acts. Figure

1 of your handout shows a typical exchange dUring a time of silent reading.
a

When the'students in this class read aloud, they 41so read word bylword,

giving each the intonation of a sentence:

wt. .wanY. . .tt . .go.

,and

e.g., "Th4. . .

.Figure I goes abodt heTe
11.

How well the three students in our study, have Learned the substantive

procedural rules involved in learning to be literate can only be.answared

ip Preliminary fashion at this time. Apparently, though, the students have

accommodated. 'For example, while the middle-class boy makes bids,
4

atPtimes without raising his hand,"Can I tell you.two things?"

such as

the other-

two do neither of these things. The Appalachian yomngster, who bids less, !)

usually does so to ask about some procedural rule. The Black youngster makes

bids least of all for response by the teacher.

In
i

terms of substantive rules for becoming literate, the boys appear to

be adept at learning the appropriate tules. They elicit response from the
T

teacher by such remarks as "Vitt stuck Dn. . obtaining from her a directive

in the form of "Make the. sound," which they seem equally capable of doing.

411,-

.

However, there are observed.differences. The Black child Irom the inner

city, who is aloe in the lowest of four reading groupie asks less often for

re /

I
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any-tipe of assistance than Yhe'other two. As indicated in Figure 2, though,

e Appalachi,n, who does elicit such help, demonstrates ability to have a
Al.firi _ .

.

.e word almost totally gpgmented into itd constituent sounds and then to resynthe-
,,0 , .

size it. Aly comparison'with the mainstream youngster, he tends to make fewer

)bids for help such as "I'm stuck on. . ." As illustrated in Figure 3, the.
/ 44.4,.,

. .
.

.Sainiaream youngater most often recOgnizes the "eorrece word when iiveitl.no
,

more than an initial sound or a clariftcation.

1
Figures 2 and 3 go about here

4.

By recourse to Mehhn's (1979) mode of analysts, we could determine that

.
the-teacher uses the students/ bids for help as evidence that they are,*in

fact, reading silently when asked to do so. The middle-class child often

resorts to this kind.of feedback.
4
To alesser degree, so does the Appalachian,

but.at the same time, he indiCates that decoding DB giving him trouble. 'This

is important because he is a repeater in first gr#, although he did not

previOuSay haVe the saMe reading series to work with. The Black child provides

the teacher wAth bnt little feedback of.this kind.

Again overt sign of the teacher's asiessment'of their relative success as

readers, the, students have been assigned to mil, of four reading groups, after

. having participated at the heginning of the year in gene'ial classrbom readlng

teadiness instruction. By, November, 1979, the mainstream and Appalachiad

students were in the middle reading group, knoWn as "The Tiger's" after the

book therwere ieading. The'child of the Blsci inner city'culture was in the

bottom group which had no name because they did not read from a text but

rather worked en dittoed exercises and wi-th flashcards. Groups were called by

teaCber always in order,fron most to least advanced.
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'By'Febrtary,,1980; the teacher had formally evaluated the childrenos

The child from the cultural mainstregm had.receivedprogress in read4ng.

a d*lignation of "satisfactory progress" on his report
If

klso successfully completed a reading series criterion

mild, and he had

referenced test of

progress In reading. However, while he is progressIng at nn acceptable

rate,- in her sAmation, ehe did p0Port that "he ditLnoi really try harC"

4.

During the second data collection pemiod he was volunteering,. attending,
. .

and responding less than in earlier,periods of obiservatiov. Further, his

stanine score on Clay'a (1972) inventory remained the same from September,

1979, to February,1980. His teacher reports be,is mit in danger of failing.

Though he is still in the middle reading group and reCeived "satisfactory

progress It

owhis report.card, the Appalachian child isn't doing well according

to his teacher. Because of noted frequent and sustained absences, she has

placed him additionally in the bottom reading group and has him workIng out-

side of class with a reading specialist. When 'asked what reading group po's

in, he alludes only to his placement in the middle grpup. HO does Continue

to volunteer frequently in his-two reading groups and has passed the criterion

reference4 reading series test. On Clay's (1972) inventorp, his

likewise has not changed from September,1979, to February,l980.

stanine'scote-

In general,

he continues-to be interested in becoining more literate. His telcher reiports
t II

thatp...sinie he iS repeating the first grade', he .cannot Again be 'failed.

The inner-city mita vhildl, seems to continue being enthusiastic,about

becoming literate andto have awareness of his growth in this respect,'even,
.

though, odhis report card he received a "needs,improNiement" evaluation from

iie teacher. .bn Clay's (1972) inventory, e.has moved from-the fourth.t0 theiN,

Zifth stanine over the six month'period.. Hekalso seems to.be cognizant of
I.
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areas that are troublesome for him: Hiev'bottom group, for some reason, *1111

-not administered the reading test, so there is no measuresof his progreps

on that instrument. Though the teacher expresses concern about his progress,

she thinks he will "pull through" first grade.

As implied earlier, our evidence sugg

1
sts that these children are assessed

.

.

4

in terms of their orderliness in procedure ong with their sUbatantive progreSs

toward literacy. If satisfactory ip these respects, a child "passes" to the

second grade. Analysik of language data from the final peri,od of dita collection

in February reveals the teacher to be rewarding both orderliness tind literacy by

such remarks ail, "Look how quietly Jane 15 working. She is showing me that'she

really knows how to be a secnd grader." If judged less'than competbnt on either

criterion, the child may have to repeat the first grade. In'ways.that we a're

turrently identifyineand ekplicating, childien do receive daily signals about

their relative,levels of accomplishment. Our three case studies of culturally -

diverse children and their

this and ottier provocative

in the classroom.

lOacher in a classroom of firpt graders are iielding/
information about a complex procesi of interaction'

MOch.rema(ins to be done. As suggpsted'in this brief Sketch of what is

emerging in our rekearchl'however, we are reaping a rich harvest of questions

Zor us and for others to ponder.% As elaborated upon elsewhere (DeStefano,

Pepinsky, andSandeis,-1980), there are issues to be identified And, when

possible, to be reSolved. For example, we may ask 4kbout the kinds of social

influence that the teacher -- as agent.-- beems to be exercising differentially

upon students --Las objects in her classroom,sand yhat kinds ef policy are

explicitly or Implicitly reflectdTbin her actions. Again, we may ask what
a,

kinds of responses'She elicits-in turn from her students' --. as objects -- of
A

4.
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.
her behavior toward them. -Appended it the question of explicit or implicft

poliCies reflected in their actions toward her and toward each other.' The

vocabulary and rules that we are beginning to construct out of our data ,

Ss,

analysis point toward a grammr of social actions appropriate to the class-

room. A schema for collecting and organizing that-kind of in;ormation is
t-

,

c iI .

. J'7

also exhibtted and discussed elsewhere (DeStefano-et al., 1980).

1

1/

/.

.

A
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1
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iichange between Teacheirwid tudent during a Period of silent Reading
(after dinolkir Si Coulthard, 1975)

ischang:
Type Opining

.

Act'

.

Answering
.

. .

Acg Follow-up Act
.

liAlicit

. .
%

,-
. ,

.'..

.

.

o.

.

, .

.

,---

..

P Nli- raised hand, .

T V -N 'nod of head
. ,

by taachalf

- I'm-Stuck on...
this word(._

(-
,

- ,.

.1

.

. .

..,

.
.

;bid
,

nomination

elicihsktion

(informat:iop)

,

,

_

/

/

.

. .

.

.

.

.
.

4 v`

,

..
- .-

.,

(.4

-read the ',Holt
sengence.

- . . .P' -Go 4n ..

where ...you... --

T - "Blank"

sound,

"w". Make it with me.
I'm doing it with yuh.

"W-t.w- il"

"...went.

-.
4

.,

,

. .

.

-

.

.

acknowledgement

directive.

.

.

reply I

.

clue

.

.

clue*

directive
clue
(informative)

reply

,.

.

.

.

. .

_

.
*

,

.

.

. , .

.

.

,
,

,

.

T - There, you've
got it.
If you must make
those letter sounds,
you'll hear it.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

. .

evaluate +

.

. .

comment
.

.

,

.

.

. .

.

,

.

.

,

416-
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Figure 2

Teacher's .Prompting of Appalachian gtudent
A

a

Student I s tuck, on n-:6- t .
,

- . ..

.
. ,

Teacher: Make the 'nr sound.
-...

Student: lien. tr

Teacher: No, 'n'
'4

Student: I !nen.

;Teacher; Make just the 'n'. Let's hear it.
4

Student': "N."

Teacher: Nciw 't' sound. IN

Student; Not. ff,

1

rit

.

_

fs,
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Figure 3

a

9

Mainstream Student's Bid and Teitcher's Response

Student:.

.Teaher:

Student:

4,1

I don't know What that first Word is.

(spelling for clarification) H-er-e?

VHere."

c4

fe%
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